
 

A NEW YEAR’S WISH 
豬古力的跨年願望 
 
 

What would a pig do with three wishes? Would she make all the 

same mistakes human wishers do? Wang Wen-Hua creates a 

hilarious new story out of the most traditional elements of 

children’s fiction, and asks us once again what happiness really 

means.  

 

 

During the beautiful New Year’s Eve fireworks show, Little Julie Pig 

sees a firework fall into a big, ripe pumpkin in the woods. Just as she 

goes to take a bite out of this lovely pumpkin, an elf pops out. She’s 

saved his life, the elf claims, and now he’ll grant her three wishes.  

 

What on earth should she wish for? Julie thinks she would just love a 

bowl of noodles - or maybe even two? The elf shakes his head at her 

lack of imagination, then teaches her what humans would do with 

three wishes: choosing finery, money, and power. But what is any of 

that to Little Julie Pig?  

 

In A New Year’s Wish, Wang Wen-Hua gives us a new take on an old 

story, raising questions of happiness and contentment amidst the 

silliness of a very unconventional subject.  

 

Text by Wang Wen-Hua 王文華 

Wang Wen-Hua has a masters from the Institute of Children’s 

Literature at Taitung University, and is now an elementary school 

teacher as well as the renowned author of almost a hundred best-

selling books for children. With combined sales of over 200,000 

copies, his works include the Golden Tripod Award winning First 

Chair Cellist and School of Possibility’s Mission to Love the Earth. 

 

Illustrated by Aling Chen 陳完玲   

Aling Chen is an independent illustrator and a talented ceramicist. Her 

illustrations can be seen in print media and on a variety of other 

products.  
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